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Case Study
Taras Kutio: The Multi-Party System in Ukraine on the Eve of
Elections: Identity Problems, Conflicts and Solutions
The multi-party system in Ukraine will be surveyed in this study on the eve of
the first truly fm parliamentary elections on 27 March 1994. It will point to the
slow growth of political reform and the nascent weakness of civil society and
democratic parties. The emergence of a multi-party system in Ukraine is a
relatively new phenomenon;’ the majority of political parties were established
during the period Spring 1990- Spring 1991 after the March 1990 republican
and local elections.’ One author has divided the development of the Ukraine’s
multi-party system into three periods: ‘pre-party’ (mid-1988- December 1989),
‘multi-party’ (Spring 1990 -August 1991) and ‘post-communist parties’
(August 1991 onwards).’
By January 1991 one newspaper wryly commented that, ‘The past week is
characterized first of all by the fact that no new political parties have been
founded in Ukraine’.’ Although Ukraine possesses a large number of political
parties, in contrast to other post-communist countries such as Poland, Georgia
‘Adder in thii mrier to follow in forthcoming i m e s indude an artide on M o n k by
Andm Park and 8 piece on Siberia by Grigorii V. Golorov.
‘ On political p l d i m in Ulvrine ree MOWUkmmy, 23 Deccmber 1990; Kmmruairl
UAminn’,No. 12, 1990; K u h m izhyttia, 5 January 1991; V i z Ukminy. No. 15, 1991;
L&a&ma u k m i ~20
, June 1991; PoriPostup, No. 6, 1991; Yolk, No. 15- 16, 1991; slow,
May 1991; R m y k a Uknak. 22 May 1991; SmrPortijM Uk?uina, No. 29. July 1992 and
Unadoclj K W . No. 31,31 July 1992. A round table of political parties was covered in ZO
yilnv U k ,30 April 1991. See also the mrvey: by Olcksiy Haran in
V m b , No. 1,
1991. pp. 48-57 and Volodymyr Lytvyn in PDlifoIohichni chyrCmni0, No. 1. 1992,
pp. 62-101.
* On the period between 1985-1990 in Ukraine aee two artides by the author,
‘Ukraine under Gorbachev’, UNqptia M i d . 1, No. 3. September-October 1988,
pp. 17- 19 and ‘Unofficial Group and Publications in Ukraine’, R+mt on fhe USSR,
No. 47, 1989, pp. 10-21. Sec also the Introduction in Roman Solchanyk, (ed.), U b u b .
Fmm CArmobyl to Sowrz@y. A collection of InfuuinOr. London, Macmillan. 1992.
pp. XIII-XXVI.
See the mick by Armr Bilour in S h i r l , No. 6, June 1992, pp. 108- 19.
* Nmsfrmn Ubninr,No. 1, 1991.
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or the Russian Federation the total number is smaller, with only five being largc
and inlluential.’
The programmes of the parties arc not on the whole very dissimilar,6 and
the parties were formed around a particular leader. They have failed to establish
themselves in rural areas or small towns, and what can be called civil society
exists only in Western Ukraine and Kiev. Parties arc still relatively weak with
limited appeal to the public (who arc suspicious of the word ‘party’), to young
people in particular and to a meagre press. The two largest political parties arc
the Ukrainian Popular Movement ( R u b ) and the former communists, now
called the Socialist Party of the Ukraine, with a total membership of 80,OOO. The
combined strength of non-Communist political parties has never exceeded
35 - 40 per cent in opinion polls, and few are able as yet to establish a solid social
base of support because of the lack of development of both civil society and a
market economy.
Apathy is increasing and the voting public is already disillusioned with
parliamentary politics after only one general and one local election in March
1990. The growing economic crisis and the failure of independence to bring the
fruits of higher standards of living rapidly to the dinner table also play a role.
Apathy and growing social discontent could lead to a growth of support for
extreme left and right groups which look back to the ‘good old days’ of the preGorbachev era and for a ‘strong hand’ to combat growing crime,
unemployment and lack of discipline.

BRIEF HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
The twin legacies of external domination and Soviet totalitarianism will play a
major role in the slow development of Ukraine’s multi-party system and civil

’

On political parties in Ukraine ace ‘Putii i Pditicheskaya Elita Ukrainyj’, M-w,
Avghnn u d Znfcrfc&. No. 10; October 1991; Peter J. Potichnyj, ‘The Multi-Puty
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society.’ These legacies provide Ukraine with a predicament far worse than
that faced by the bulk of the colonies of the former Western powers. India, for
example, the ‘Jd
in the Crown’of the British empire, inherited the British
model of parliamentary democracy with which to build the world’s largest
democracy.
Ukrainian territories, on the other hand, were divided between at least four
external powers, a situation which did not end until the conclusion of the Second
World War. The legacy of external domination left regional variations within
the country, ranging from the more liberal traditions of Austrian rule in Galicia
to repression and denationalization in Eastern Ukraine within the Tsarist
Russian empire. The impact of Soviet totalitarianism, at its worst under Joseph
Stalii in the 1930s. dealt an additional blow to the Eastern Ukrainian ethnos.’
It is, therefore, no coincidence that Western Ukraine, particularly the
Galician region, has emerged from these legacies the least scathed and therefore,
the best capable of taking advantage of the current situation. To all intents and
purposes Western Ukraine can be compared to the Baltic Republics in terms
of the rapid mmergencc of a civil society, the prewar generation who remember
the pre-Soviet era and the influence of the diaspora in the transplantation of
funds, political programmes and institutions that were destroyed in the USSR
but kept alive in areas of Ukrainian settlement abroad.
Although Western Ukraine plays an important role within the political
culture of independent Ukraine and contributes a higher proportion than its
weight within the republic’s population towards the leadership it still only
accounts for twenty per cent. In Eastern and Southern Ukraine democratic
traditions are weak, national consciousness is lower and anti-Russian sentiments
milder or, in some regions, nonsxistent. In some areas (the coal- and steelproducing Donbas) the educated am in a small minority and there is therefore a
concentration of extremist left- and right-wing groups which provide easy
answers to an atomized industrial proletariat f e d of the market economy and
instability. Other areas (Southern Ukraine) are primarily agricultural which
makes it dificult for urban-based parties to establish themselves in a rural,
conservative landscape.
The dilemma faced by the Ukrainian leadership was two-fold. On the one
hand, the disintegration of the Soviet empire encouraged rapid and fundamental
change, which the population welcomed. At the same time, the demise of Soviet
totalitarianism undermined both the ability of post-Soviet elites to adopt radical
policies and also the population’s resilience to their effects. This has led to an
inconsistent and contradictory policy-making process.

-
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See the new nudy by Alexander J. Motyl, Dilemmas of In+nhcc. U k d w A M
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Another factor peculiar to Ukraine within the former USSR is the lingering
influence of national communism. Ukraine has a tradition of the revival of
national communism during Soviet thaws (192Os, 1960s and late 1980s). The
nationalist counter4ites were insufficiently strong to propel Ukraine towards
independence, unlike those of the Baltic and Trans-Caucasian republics. At the
same time, they were of sufficient magnitude to split the Communist Party into
imperial and national factions, in contrast with Belarus and Central Asia. This
lingering influence of the national communists has slowed the implementation of
political and economic reform.
Can the evolutionary path lead to a break with the old system and progress
towards reform? Possibly. But more than likely the former Soviet republics will
travel through a period of authoritarianism. as in Russia, before they can
establish fully fledged parliamentary democracies and market economies.
Democracy by dictate, or the East Asian model, seems particularly likely at a
time of growing economic crisis, weak political parties and embryonic civil
society which provide a window of opportunity for authoritarian forces.
Certainly, if Ukraine does not improve its security environment, including good
relations with Russia, political and economic reform will continue to have a low
priority.

IDENTITY PROBLEMS, CONFLICTS AND SOLUTIONS
The character of Ukraine's multi-party system is such that 'the majority of the
parties were formed not on principle, around some idea or world-view, but
around a group which had taken the initiative, and then around a leader'.'
The local nature of the partier mcana that they arc often based only in the capital
city and oblust centres. Only in Galicia do parties have branches at the local
(ruyon) level." In autumn 1990 Lcvko Lukianenko, the then leader of the
Ukrainian Republican Party (URP). complained that neither Rukh nor the
URP had established branches at the IUF level: 'We democratic leaders are still
not able to raise up five million from among the fifty-two million people of
Ukraine'. 1 1
Rural areas and small towns are therefore hardly touched by Ukraine's multiparty system and the party activists often live in, and work within, their own
isolated circles. Although the Supreme Council of Ukraine has a number of
factions, some of which arc tied to party mcmbenhip. there is little

' NunLJLsn' Ohliadach. August - September 1991.
lo On political parties in Cali& re the article by Evhen Boltarovych in Rapubhbuis,
No. 2, November-December 1991. pp. 21 -10.
"Quoted from a text in the author'r pouurion entitled 'Our Aspirations' by Levko
Lukianenlro. No date or p l a n of publication.
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recognition by the public of the activity of political parties in parliamentary
struggles.'* The limited access to the mass media and limited foreign links an
also additional handicaps for political parties." The rising apathy of young
people means that the more politically active Western Ukrainian youth are likely
to dominate politics among the young.''
Parliamentary factions arc also barely organized, even that of the supposedly
well-disciplined URP. Its representation in the Supreme Council has now
shrunk to below ten. Nevertheless, disagreement amongst them is still
common." Overall, deputies, who are allowed to belong to up to two factions,
do not usually vote on party lines (they were not, after all, elected as
representatives of parties, which w e n established really only of*. the republican
elections in March 1990). The largest faction, the 52 deputies daimed by the
social-democratidliberal New Ukraine bloc may occasionally assemble formally
before a vote, but the decisions of such a caucus would only bear the character of
recommendations." Unlike in the Russian pariiament, there is no formal
system of state support for the parliamentary factions, which lack elementary
office, secretarial and research facilities.
But, 'a multi-party system is not the same thing as democracy, it is only one of
its component parts'." The lack of a civil society associated with liberal
demouacies is a major problem facing the post-communist countries. Civil
society, 'is a part of society which has a life of its own, which is distinctly
different from the state, and which is largely autonomous from it','' and this
still only exists in (Galician) Western Ukraine and the capital city Kiev. The
right to private property, a middle dass with its own business interests separate
from those of the state, and. plurality of autonomous spheres in religion,
economics, culture and the intelligentsia are still absent. While civil society

'* Fihophsh iSotsioloALlm0 DwnLo, No.

1, 1991. p. 21.
Several parties have begun a campaign to broaden their access to I mass media still
dominated by national communists, and to demand an independent television channel.
See &ma+
Ukmiw, No. 29, July 1992. See also the survey of viewing levels of
Ukrainian television in h k m + A n a Ukmina, 18 July 1992 and a critical s u m y of the
state of Ukrainian television by Volodymyr Ruban in paclporhs, No. 28, 1992.
'' Poldobhkhni chylmmio. No. 1, 1991, p. 60.
" For example, the party leader Mykhailo Horyn abstained in the vote to censure the
government on 7 July 1992. whilst moat of his cdkagues voted against. See Vahimii Kyb,
9 July 1992.
" The New Ukraine leader, Volodymyr Fdenko, urged his supporten to vote against
the government in a vote of confidence on 7 July. but key m e m k n , such u the leader of
the industrialists' lobby, Vary1 Yevtukhov and the Second Deputy Chairman of the
Supreme Council of Ukraine. W i m i r Griniov abrtained. See Parrpollup. No. 27. 1992.
I' See op. cit., footnote 6.
" Edward Shils, 'The Virtue of Civil Society', C
o w cud Opposi*mr, Vol. 26.
No. 1, Winter 1991, p. 3.
I'
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requks that the state (or government) be limited in the scope of iw activities,at
the SMC time the state is expected to protect civil society and its necessary
liberties.
Political parties in ulvaine M still unpopular among the public at largc. The
w
s
t democratic political party, the URP, with still only 12.000 members,
held its inaugural congress in April 1990. Levko Lukianenko, the then chairman
of the URP, obtained only 4.49 per a n t in the December 1991 presidential
elections.
Although one must remain somewhat sceptical about opinion polls in
Ukraine, because of their low professional standard and the fact that they largely
ignore rural arcad and small towns, nevertheless they can sewe as general
indicaton. W h e n polls have been conducted throughout Ukraine, the popularity
of democratic groups has been seen to be low in areas such as the Crimea, and
them has always been a distinct difference between areas such as WesternCentral and Eastern-Southern Ukraine."
Opinion polls conducted during the period 1990- 92 have consistently shown
that political parties have k e n unable to break through to achieve widespread
popularity beyond 50 per cent. The two most popular p u p s during this period
have remained movements, not political parties. In the fint half of 1990 Rukh
and the G m n s ( G m n World A s s x i d o n and Gmn P ~ t y
of the Ukraine)
i n d their support from 40 to 59 per a n t
when the Communist Party of
Ukraine (CPLJ) dedined from 20 to lo.= During thir period, after the
republican eleaions and the organization of a democratic bloc within the
Supreme Council of the Ukraine, Rukh's popularity increased dramatically.
This coincided with a dedine in the CPU's ratings. On the eve of the republican
elections Rukh obtained high popularity ratings of over 50 per cent in Kiev."
This was reflected in the risiig popularity of non-communist leaders
(Volodymyr Yavorivsky, Ivan Drach, Viacheslav Chornovil and others).= In
contrast. undistinguished communist leaden, mch as Volodymyr Ivashko and
Stanidav Hurenko, mre not able to compete with them." The only
communist leader who progressively increased his ratings during 1990 - 91 was
the charismatic Leonid Kravchuk, who carved a niche in the political centre for
'sovereign communists', thus ensuring his succcss in the December 1991
presidential elections. Consequently, Kravchuk was the only communist leader
who, like the democrats, increasingly obtained high popularity ratings during

-
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A major problem revealed by opinion polls is that most Ukrainians still did
not know the programmes of the political parties, even after the presidential
elections.s Although Rukh and the G m n s remained the most popular groups,
Rukh also attracted a large negative rating in Eastern and Southern Ukraine. In
January of this year another poll confirmed that the only group with more than a
50 per cent popularity rating remained the G m n s (51 per cent). Rukh received
34 per cent of the vote in contrast to the URP with only 12 per cent.= Among
young people this was confirmed by a poll conducted on the eve of the December
1991 presidential elections where movements (Rukh, G m n s and the Students)
obtained by far the largest ratings. Only 2.9 per cent and 5.4 per cent
respectively of young people questioned ‘actively supported’ the URP and the
Party of Democratic Revival of Ukraine (PDRU).”
In Ukraine nu political party has yet reached the stage of a mass party. The
parties still remain small in terms of membership, lacking a social base and
attempting to map out an ideological profie whilst still undertaking to deal with
daily problems (agitation fodagainst referenda and union treaties, dealing with
the economic crisis, etc.). The results of the various elections and referenda of
1990-91 also showed that all the non-communist political parties could
command jointly no more than 25 - 33 per cent of the all-Ukrainian vote.”
Internal squabbling within Rukh in 1992 turned many former supporters
away from the democratic camp and from politics.” The numben declaring
support for individuals or claiming to be non-party, on the other hand, had risen
from 17 per cent to 42 per cent in the same period. Were elections to k held in
the near future, the Ukraine would undoubtedly therefore gain the same kind of
divided parliament as that produced by the Polish elections of 1991.
Members of the political parties often lack party discipline. in particular
within the Supreme Council of the Ukraine where deputies do not vote along
party political lines. During the December 1991 presidential elections the DPU
supported Volodymyr Pylypchuk’s candidacy, whilst the PDRU supported Ihor
Yukhnovskyj. Neither of these candidates was a member of either the DPU or
PDRU. Yet members of these two parties did stand as candidates
although
supported by other groups, notably Volodymyr Yavorivskyj as a member of the
DPU and Volodymyr Hryniov as a member of the PDRU. Meanwhile these
elections showed that only the URP and PDRU had the organizational ability to
ensure that their candidates obtained the necessary 100,OOO signatures allowing
them to stand as candidates.”’ The candidates proposed by the DPU, the

-
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G m n s and the Ukrainian National Assembly (UNA) failed to obtain the
required minimum number of signatures.

POLITICAL CAMPS
Many of the political organizations are less like parties and more l i e ‘political
camps’ and ‘movements of minds’.’’ Public surveys still show that no single
political pany would be abk to obtain more than 6 - 8 per cent of the vote. The
largest number of votes would go to independents and non-party candidates,
many of whom might well be members of the old nomenklatura who still control
the commanding heights of the Ukrainian society and economy. This, in the
view of the leading Ukrainian analyst Mykola Riabchuk, is the main reason why
Lmnid Kravchuk in in no rush to join any political party, including the SPU.’’
vlodo (literally the ‘party of power’ of ‘sovereign
President Kravchuk’s
communists’ who drforio rule the Ukraine) has deliberately not been formally
acknowledged as a political party or movement in order not to become the focus
of attention of anti-communist groups, and also because of public apathy
towards parties (unlike in Romania where similar former communists
constituted the National Salvation Front).
The minimum number of members required for the official registration of a
republican political party was 3,000. But the law also required that the future
party should submit the full names, dates of birth and addresses of each
member. This was dearly a disincentive to register a party because it was feared
that the infomation would be passed to the KGB.” In September 1991, when
the minimum number of members required for official registration was lowered
from 3,000 to 300, only five parties had achieved the original target (URP,
PDRU, DPU, GPU, PDPU and the CPU, before it was subsequently banned).
Whilst the total number of members of political parties (excluding the neocommunist SPU) is no more than 30,000.w
One of the largest political parties in Ukraine is still, ironically, the
Communist Party. Now re-named the SPU with 29,000 members, it held its
inaugural congress in October 1991.” Although the SPU is the largest party
and the main successor to the Communist Party of the Ukraine, which was
” See S. Fish, ‘The Emergence of Independent Anodntions and the Transformation of
Russian Politid Society’, 7 k J o d of COmmMlrr
. slrdics. Vol. 77, No. 3. September
1991, p. 321.
Rada, 12 June 1992.
Ho&s U@.
5 March 1991. See also Mdodo H+,
12 March 1991.
StAumirt, No. 6, June 1992. p. 109.
Rukh h the largeat politid party with 50,OOO memben and the SPU u rccond with
29,OOO.Sec Marta Kolomeyets, ‘FourthCongrcsa T d o r m r Rukh into Party, Rezlecu
Chornovil’, Th Ukminian Wakly, 13 December 1992.
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banned for supporting the coup d'Ctat on 30 August 1991,% nevertheless it has
managed to attract only a small proportion of the membership of 2,500,OOO
which it had claimed prior to the coup d'Ctat (even this claim is not
substantiated, but based largely on the circulation of old Communist Party
cards)." T h e Democratic Platform of the CPU, later re-named the UPDR,
also managed to attract only 2 - 3,000 memben from the then three million
membership of the CPU when it seceded from it in mid-1990. These former
members of the CPU who rejoined successor groups include the 'Leninist'
Gorbachev-style SPU and the 'Stalinist' hardline Communist Party-Bolsheviks
of Ukraine. The national communists, led by the powerful chairman of the
Ukrainian Parliament, Ivan Pliushch, established in April 1993 the Labour
Congress of Ukraine which is likely to ally itself with the CNDF in the next
elections.
Although the programmes of political parties in Ukraine are not radically
different, the differences being of priorities rather than substance, nevertheless
there was little indication that the number of parties would dedine as they
amalgamated horizontally and vertically into traditional Westem-style blocs
(centre-left, centre and antre-right).= Yet, the majority of the political parties
adhere to certain collective objectives, such as independence, parhamenmy
democracy and a market economy. Two bloa were created in 1992: New
Ukraine and the Congress of National Democratic Forces (CNDF). Within the
CNDF the two largest parties, the URP and DPU, have announced their
intention to unite in 1993.= The Ukrainian Popular Movement (Rukh) was
forced to become a political party at its fourth congress in early December
1992," because the new Law on Public Associations only allows parties (not
movements) to put forward candidates in elections." The two small social
democratic parties, which split into 'socialiist' and 'social-democratic' factions at
their inaugural congress in May 1990 re-united in November 1992."
YS According to n m evidence provided by the Pnxuraton' Oflice, the CPU was not
involved in the coup d'tut. Sec ? b a & U h y , 27 October 1992.
The figure of 2,500,000 wan given in V d i m j K k , 17 June 1991 md rcpmnted a
OM million reduction on the total figure on the eve of the Gorbachev en. Olekmnder
Momr believed that only 200,000 m e m k n would rejoin if the CPU mre to be kgdized
again (Porlposrrp, No. 28, 1992). See also the article by Tuar Kuzio, 'The CommunL
Party of Ukraine in Criaia', CAnimh ILpmia,Vol. 1, No. 14, August 1991.
See T i ' r U-,
No. 39,1991 and Taraa Kudo, 'Monopoliya i Opozytaiya. Skillry
politychnykh panii potrebuye Ukraina?', ZO Vilnu Ukra'nu, 4 June, C k , Ampmizjru
Hawh Bukooln)., No. 28, and Slow, No. 11, 1991.
H o h Uk+,
15 Deamber 1992.
* On the congrcn re ZO V i i Ukminu, 8 December 1992.
" Rukh h now the largeat political party in Uknine with 50,OOO memben. Of these
half arc reportedly in Wenern Uknine. See MOM Ukminy, 13 November 1992.
'' R& Uhmine, 28 November 1992.
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The reasons for so many political parties are their narrower ideological base,
the banning of factions and the lower level of political culture which is reflected
in a lack of tolerance of other people's viewpoints. Indeed, this is one recurring
complaint about the behaviour of deputies." This, in turn, leads to splits and
quarrels when no room for compromise over different strategies can be found
withii one party or movement. Recent examples of thin are the third Rukh
congress in February - March 1992, the third URP congress in April 1992 and
the third congress of the PDRU in May and September 1992.

LEADERSHIP O F T H E INTELLIGENTSIA
Many of the political parties have leaders from among former prisoners of
conscience and the literary intelligentsia. This is to be found in particular within
the URP and DPU, the two main organizers of Rukh.
In the case of the Ukraine the administrative and management intelligentsia
changed only after the August 1991 coup d'Ctat when Leonid Kravchuk was able
to win to the cause of indepcndena a largc section of the previously indifferent
or hostile industrial, agricultural and technical elites." But the lack of a wide
social base for social-liberalism, the ideology of the N m Ukraine Bloc which is
the flagship for economic reform. is a major hindrance to the development of
parties such as the PDRU. President Kravchuk has increasingly shown himself
unwilling to introduce radical economic reform but supports the old
nomenklatura which is still in place w i t h i the cabinet of ministen."
Traditional Western understandings of 'Left' and 'Right', although used
later in this article to survey the current Ukrainian multi-party system, arc not
nmssarily always applicable to pt-communist countries such as Ukraine.
Nudear power has been highly unpopular among all parties in ulvaine since the
Chernobyl nudcar disaster of April 1986. There has k e n a change since the
Ukraine became independent. The fear of dependence upon Russian oil and gas
has pushed some parties in the direction of being more favourable to nudear
power. The flag-beamrs of radical economic reform in Ukraine arc, ironically,
the centre and centeleft - not the centre-right (again, unlike in the West).
Centre and centre-left groups united in the New Ukraine bloc regard economic
reform as a higher priority than national symbols, armed f o m s or a

Filorophska isO~&lohichnaD w h , No. 1, 1991, pp. 16-17.
attitude of businessmen in Ukraine towards political panics ue Ukmim
Blrrincrr. No. 36, September 1991.
" On the probkrns of economic reform see my booklet on Uboinr. 7Xt Unfinished
Rmolulion, European Security Studied 16, London. Institute for Europcan Defence and
Strategic Studies, October 1992.
"
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potential external threat to Ukrainian independence (the preoccupation of the
centre-right).“
Another reason for this difference is the geographic location of these parties.
The centre-left is stronger in Eastern Ukraine,” and the ethnic composition of
centre-left parties includes a largc number of Russians and Jews. The centre-left
is also distrusted by a large proportion of Ukraine’s ruling elite (both the
former ‘sovereign communists’ grouped around President Kravchuk and the
Conof National Democratic Forces) because of their previous support for
Soviet confederalism and their Current support for a federal structure for the
Ukraine.*
Ukrainian history also weighs heavily on the consciousness of today’s ruling
elite which blames the socialist inclinations of the Ukrainian independent state
of 1917-21 for its defeat, upcaally its failure to give adequate priority to
establishing Ukrainian armed forces. Thii explains the priority given to
establishing separate armed forces by President Kravchuk (as well as his
hostility towards a federalized state) which arc strong inducements for those with
similar priorities (such as the Congress of National-Democratic Forces) to
cooperate with ‘sovereign communists’.
Another peculiarity of Ukraine’s multi-party system is the weakness of
extremist political tendencies, clearly Seen in the December 1991 presidential
elections. The lack of popularity of both the extreme left and extreme right, as
well as the absence of such figures as Russia’s Vladimir Zhirinovsky, leader of
the so-called Liberal Democratic Party of the Soviet Union, plus the inability of
PomicJ to establish branches in Ukraine all testify to a more stable and
conservative public than in Russia. Yury Shukhevych, leader of the ulvainian
National Assembly, failed to register the required 100,OOO signatures to stand in
the presidential elections. No one stood on the extreme left during those same
elections.
The growing economic and political crisii, together with outstanding conflias
with Russia and lack of direction at the leadership level, are likely to lead to a
growth in influence of the extreme left and right in the next elections.
Uneasiness about the growth in popularity of the paramilitary arm of the
Ukrainian National Assembly could lead to its being banned.
In an opinion poll conducted in Ukraine, Russia and Lithuania after the
March 1990 republican and local elections, Ukrainians came second only to

* In the former USSR the ‘Left’ was associated with d i d i s m , whereat the ‘Right’
described p1 the Stalinist (or conservative) wing of the Communist Party.
d l , 14 March 1991 and Uknukki Vi.(Detroit), 28 April 1991.
See the division of uLraini.n partier betmen ‘cvnfederalista’, ‘independha’ and
‘non-conformict independisu’ &&bed in PoriporruP, No. 6, 1991.
waa
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Russians in Lithuania in the degree of their
Thu Ukrainian
conservatism goes hand in hand with the high degree of rCiigious devotion in the
republic and it as0 served Leonid Kravchuk well in the presidential elections
where a vote for him was one for a man of the ‘centre’, mmebody who would not
be too radical either in economic or ethnic affairs, able to p l e m most people,
most of the time.”’ During the course of 1991, aa the situation deteriorated
within the USSR, according to opinion polla public opinion waa moving towards
the centre.’’ During the August 1991 coup d’Ctat more Ukrainians were
opposed to holding a general strike than in favour; Leonid Kravchuk’s cautious
response to the coup d’Ctat therefore, ironically, increased his popularity with
the man in the street.”
The majority of political parties have still not pointed to their social base and
constituencies. The exceptions arc the Peasant Democratic Party of Ukraine
(private farmers and peasants). Ukrainian People’s Democratic Party
(bourgeoisie), Liberal Democratic Party of Ukraine and Party of Democratic
Revival of Ukraine (entrepreneurs and new businessmen).”
The lack of substantial economic reforma. unlike developments in Russia, has
prevented the growth of a lobby for the still minuscule private sector. An
exception is the Eastern Ukrainian-based Liberal Party which is led by the
successful businessman. Igor Mirkulov. New Ukraine, the main politid bloc at
the forefront in promoting a faster pace of economic refom is unpopular in
Western Ukraine where the public is more in favour of radical reform.

THE YOUTH
The multi-party system in Ukraine is also characterized by a largely indifferent
youth, cynically disposed towards politics, and lacking idealism. Due to
generational and other readom, young peopk are generally not attracted into

* See A. H. Miller, W. M. Reiringer and V. L. Herli. ‘Public Support for New
Institutions in Ruaru, the Ukraine and Lithuania’, Jd
ojsookr N d o d h a , Vol. 1 ,
No. 4, Winter 1990-1991, pp. 87-92.
On the Krivchuk phenomenon rc the artick by T u u Kuzio comparing Kravchuk
to M
U Cohchev in N
A Hu, Much 1992. See also Neskmna N+,
No. 10,
June 1992 and Taras Kudo, ‘Leonid Kravchuk: P h o t or Placeman?’. Souid Adyst, 19
June 1991; ‘Krivchuk and Ukrainian Communism’.sooicr Andy#, January 1992 and
‘The Cynical Betrayal of D c m w v y in Ukraine’, sooirl A d y f , June-August 1992.
” FilOmpArh i S o i d A & u Dwnka. No. 6, 1991, p. 23.
Llkminsb Ohikbd, No. 7,1992.
See A. H. Sliumrenkoand M.B. Tomenko, ‘On the p d e m of the classification of

new political paniea of Ukraine’, Fi&mphrkn i &&bhkhm
pOl;lobhichnic&annk, No. 1. 1992. p. 103.

Dmnka, No. 5. 1992. p. 5 and
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political parties, and the multi-party system is characterized by a ‘revolution of
the middle aged’.” Young people may find their path within the party blocked
by the middk generation or they may be simply indifferent to politics a legacy
of decades of communist totalitarianism. Youth groups, the two largest of which
arc the Union of Ukrainian Students and the Plast Scouts (who are politically
neutral, although anti-communist), have only 3 4.000 members each whilst
the integral nationalistic Association of Ukrainian Youth has only one hundred
membera. Student apathy is on the rise, a major reason being the declining
aociocconomic conditions which give students little f m time to dabble in
politics.u
In a big survey of youth attitudes in November - December 1991 apathy and
lack of interest were shown to have increased over the course of the year.’ This
depoliticization of youth was reflected in their lack of orientation and loss of
authority. Only half of those asked were ready to, or could, give their views on
political groups. At least haif said that they would prefer to vote for an
independent candidate, rather than someone from a political party. Rukh’s
popularity declined 12 per cent over the course of the year (with the greatest
decline registered by the Kom~omoland the Communists). Ironically, more
Russian youth in the Ukraine would vote for representatives of Ukrainian youth
groups than would the Ukrainian youth. The most popular groups were
moderate and centrist groups, such ae the G m n s and PDRU, as opposed to the
radicals (URF’ or integral nationalists).

-

-

LACK OF INTELLIGENTSIA
A drawback for Ukraine’s multi-party system is the low level of intellectuals’

membership. This is reflected in the low quality, or absence, of party political
newspapers. The only two groups who ever published a large number of samitdor
publications were Rukh and the URP, which have now been legalized and
registered as official publications.” By 1992 the only swn&
publications still
appearing were those of the nationalist right. The democratic press had always
been more popular with those with higher education, that is the intelligentsia.”

op. cit., footnote 7.

Rndio Ubainr, 5 September 1992.
Poli&bhk~chylrrmio,NO. 1, 1992, pp. 58-61.
See my artida: ‘Independent (Samizdat) Press in Ukraine Under Gorbachev’, Sooicl
Anoljrt, No. 19 (17,18), 29 August and 13 September 1990 and ‘Overview Independent
Press in Ukraine under Gorbachcv’, 7 % UkminiOn
~
Weekly, No. 23, 30 September and 7
October 1990.
Filosophska i SolrioloAkhna Dwnka, No. 6, 1991, p. 25.
”

-
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The poor quality of party political newspapers, such as t h e published by the
URP, is a perennial probkm and aiienatca potential n m membcn from among
the intelligentsia.Other parties with a greater number of intellectual members,
N& as the DPU and PDRU, publish nothing, because of the absence of strong
krrdera to guide them and the involvement of the leadership in the affairs of state
and government, which leaves link time for party political matters.)s i?ih$
soir. the organ since 1990 of the G m n World Association and G m n Party of
Ukraine, is under threat. The high cost of newsprint, available only in the
Russian Federation, means that the government-contrdled press is able to
compete unfairly with the independent or political party press, because it
receives statesubsidized newsprint.
No Ukrainian political party or movement ever launched a Russian-language
publication, such aa the Latvian Popular Front’s Abnodo. despite the large
Ruaaian minority in the republic. The dissemination of pm-Rukh views among
the Russian-speaking inhabitants of the Ukraine was therefore left to official
newsplrpers such as Komsotnokkp znmnio (sina January 1992 re-named
NrrooirimaSr).Today Naavi~imosihas &fa
become one of the main newspapers
opposing President Kravchuk and the government, and is a strong ally of New
Even Ukrainian official newspapers and journals am regarded as inferior in
comparison with their Moscow counterparts. This is caused by the earlier
integration of numerous Ukrainian admiiistratora and intellectuals into the
Soviet system as ‘younger brothera’ outside the republic, and the destruction of
civil society and the nationally conscious intelligentsia in Central and Eastern
Ukraine. In addition, Ukraine and Belorus were subjected to a high d e w of
‘ d i c a t i o n * during the Brezhnev era.
Finally, the banning of the CPU removed from the political s a n e in Ukraine
the main antagonist and rallying point for the disparate parties and movements
that had p w n up during the Gorbachev yean. The b p p e a r a n a of the CPU
led to a lagc number of internal debates withii the ukrainc’s multi-party
syatem over the question ‘Quo Vadia?’:in particular, whether to cooperate with
President ];eonid Kravchuk and how to alter their programmes after obtaining
their main objective
state independence. The question of whether or not to
cooperate with ‘sovereign communists’ has divided the URP, Rukh and the
former parliamentary opposition People’s Council.
Prior to the August 1991 coup d’Ctat, political parties in Ukraine divided the
world into two categories - ‘black’ and ‘white’ or ‘ours’and ‘theirs’. This
world-view had to change after the banning of the CPU, and Oleksander

-

I)

Okhdach, No. 6, 1991.

See Virhcllav Chornovil’a complimentary w o d about the newspaper in hir long
interview in NcmOirimari. 31 July 1992.
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Moroz, leader of the SPU, has said that communists have deliberately not
established a new parliamentary faction precisely to prevent this change." The
Ukrainian multi-party system has moved from an 'extreme confrontation
(communism-anticommunism) to multi-variety', with the 'sovereign
communists' attempting to occupy the centre ground between the New Ukraine
Bloc (who accuse them of being too 'nationalistic') and national democrats (who
would like them to be more 'nationalistic').u

THE PRESENT POLITICAL SPECTRUM
By autumn 1992 the political spectrum had stabilized after the realignments
which occurred followingthe referendum and presidential elections of December
1991. Five distinct blocs emerged: revived Communists united in the Labour
Ukraine bloc, New Ukraine. Rukh, Congress of National Democratic F o m s
and Ukrainian National Assembly. The parliamentary elections look set to be a
four-sided contest between the extreme Left (Labour Ukraine), Ukrainian
National Assembly, New Ukraine-Rukh, Labour Congress-Congress of
National Democratic Forces.
Although most political parties or groups have therefore now found their place
within the political spectrum, nevertheless at least one party - The Peasant
Democratic Party of Ukraine - is unable to decide if it belongs to the integral
nationalist, to the anti-communisflresident Kravchuk Rukh-New Ukraine bloc
or to the pro-Kravchuk Congress of National Democratic Forces.
Claimed membership figures are given in brackets. If these figures are not
available approximate estimates are provided and arc marked by an asterisk:
I&&tmt L.ft (Mmxirl-commUnrr
' t ) : Socialist Party of Ukraine (29,000),"
League of Crimean Communists (lO,OOO)," Peasant Party of Ukraine
(1 ,600,000),uParty of Bolsbevik-Communists of the Ukraine.
Cmtrs-Ltp (sociol-dnnoncJic): United Social-Democratic Party of Ukraine
(1,OOO)," Social-Democratic Party of Ukraine (1,300),67 Party of Democratic

*' See Moroz'r intervim in UAminirm Rrporln. Vol. 2, No. 7-8.

July- August 1992.
footnote 16, pp. 105-06.
7 h Ubainian W W , 13 Ikcember 1992. See alro Andrew W h n , 'Communist
Revivalists?', Uboirian R+rtu, Vol. 2, No. 5, May 1992 and Evhen Bdarowya, 'The
Sociiiat Puty of Ukraine', Ukrrinian Rrpmln, Vol. 2, No. 9. September 1992.

" op. cit..

c( Lhwkm&chm Ubrrino, 11 August 1992.
a Urkbvyi Kpvin, No. 31. 31 July 1992. Ther figum arc highly inflated baaed, as
they are, upon the former Peasant Union.
Molodo H d j a , 12 March 1991.
*l
Ukmin~,13 April 1991.
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Revival of Ukraine (3,000*),” G m n Party of Ukraine (7,000’). AnarchistSyndacalist Confederation of Ukraine.”
Centre: President Kravchuk and the pmt;O OM,
Ukrainian Popular
Movement
Rukh (50,000),mNew Ukraine (30,000), Liberal-Democratic
Party of Ukraine (320),” Liberal Party of Ukraine (30,000),“Constitutional
Democratic Party of Ukraine, Liberal Union of Ukraine, Third Republic,
Memorial.
Centre-Right (norionor-drmoclotr): Ukrainian Republican Party (l2,0OO),”
Democratic Party of Ukraine (3,000),” Peasant Democratic Party of Ukraine,
Christian Democratic Party of Ukraine, Ukrainian Christian Democratic Party,
Ukrainian National Conservative Party, Ukrainian Conservative Republican
Party, Union of Ukrainian Students (3,000.); Ukrainian Language Society
‘Prosvita’.
Extrmu Right (national-radkldintepal
nal;onor;ls): Federation for Ukrainian
State Independence (1OOO). Ukrainian National Assembly (16,000),”
Ukrainian Nationalist Union, Ukrainian National Radical Party, Social
National Party of Ukraine, Congress of Ukrainian Nationalists.
Membership of B h :
New Ukroinc
Liberal Democratic Party of Ukraine, G m n Party of
Ukraine, Social Democratic Party of Ukraine, United Social Democratic Party
of Ukraine, Party of Democratic Revival of Ukraine, Constitutional Democratic
Party of Ukraine.
Rukh
no party membership exists, although a large number of political
parties and groups supported the coalition ‘Independent Ukraine
New
Parliament’ established in July 1992 which attempted to collect thrre million
signatures to hold a referendum on the dissolution of parliament. Since
December 1992 Rukh has become a political party.
Congnsr of Norional Dcmonotic Fwca
Ukrainian Republican Party,
Democratic Party of Ukraine, Ukrainian Christian Democratic Party, Peasant
Democratic Party of Ukraine, Union of Ukrainian Students, Ukrainian
Language Society ‘Prosvita’.

-

-

-

-

-

NmDdnn Hazeta, No. 35, September 1992. See also Andrew Wilson and Tuas Kuzio,
‘Rukh Becomer “Constructive Opposition” to the President’. Ukrainian Rrprma, Vol. 2.
No. 3. Much 1992.
On internal divisions within the PDRU SXI Post-,
No. 32, 1992.
Hobs Ukrainy,1 July 1992. See also ‘ “New Ukraine” Bloc Formed to Campaign for
Radical Economic Reform’, U&oink Reporter, Vol. 2. No. 3, March 1992.
’’ Uria&vyi K&, No. 33, 14 August 1992. This figure ir probably highly inflated.
Lhokmgchm Ukmim, 30 September 1992. This figure seems highly idated.
” Andrew Wilson, ‘Ukrainian Republican Party (URP) Holds Third Congress’.
Ukrainian Rrpmln, Vol. 2, No. 6, June 1992.
’* H o h Ukraby, 15 December 1992.
” Yechimy’Kim, 14 May 1992.
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- Ukrainian

Nationalist Union, other small

Tocwnk ‘Sowkgn CmwnUnirtc’ and h d n t K r m M
Anti: Socialiat Party of Ukraine, N m Ukraine, RuLh, Ukrainian Republican
Conservative Party, Ukrainian National Conservative Party, [Federation for
Ukrainian State Independence;]
Ambivalent (depends on specific policies): Peasant Democratic Pany of
Ukraine, Ukrainian Christian Democratic Party, Union of Ukrainian Students,
Congress of Ukrainian Nationalists.
In favour: Congress of National Democratic Forces.
Attihrdu lolvcmis FcdrmlirnlMl lfthCUk&U:
In favour: Socalist Party of Ukraine, New Ukraine.
Ambivalent: Rukh.
Anti: President Kravchuk and the part;O vlodcr, Congress of National
Democratic Foms, Ukrainian National Assembly, Federation for Ukrainian
State Independence.
Atti&

CONCLUSIONS
The multi-party system in the Ukraine is currently undergoing both 811 identity
crisis and a r~organization.’~T o some extent the ‘opposition’ has been
removed from the political arena, although the SPU have now officially
announced their ‘opposition’ to President Kravchuk and the government. The
other main opposition to President Kravchuk is R u b and New Ukraine.
On the m of the March 1994 elections, President Kravchuck’s popularity
has plummeted to a w o r d low of 10 - 15 per cent in every sphere (patriotic,
economic, etc) and in eacb region of the country. This is in marked conto
President Yeltsin in Russia, and due in part to the lack of deep convictions
displayed by President Kravchuk.
The Ukrainian case is unique within the former Soviet Union. In the Baltic
republics the level of national consciousness and public activism allowed
democratic parties to achieve independence without the need for an alliance with
national communists. In Central Asia the national communists are opposed to
independence, suppress democratic (pro-independence) groups and are in
favour of a confederation with Rusaia. In Ukraine, on the other hand,
democratic and pro-independence groups and parties were never able to
establish a m u movement which covered the en& republic or to break
through the fifty per cent popularity mark. They therefore had little choice but
Scc Volodymyr R u b . ‘Whatever Happened to the Opposition? The Growing
Threat of AuthoritKimism in Ukraine’. Uknui~irmR
-.
Vol. 2, No. 2. February 1992
and his large mi& in poriporhp, No. 34. 1992.
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to forge an uneasy alliance with the national communists, led by Leonid
Kravchuk, in order to achieve their goal of independence. This is likely to slow
the evolution towards a fully-fledged democratic system in Ukraine, in contrast
to the Russian Federation or the Baltic Republics.
Political and economic reform has been slow and much valuable time waa
wasted in 1992 - 93
factors which will have a marked impact in the March
1994 elections. Some of the leaders of the opposition have been given ministerial
posts which are either politically insignificant (ecology, culture, education), or
intended to obtain emigd support (Levko Lukianenlro as ambaasador to
Canada) or smoke-scmns to hide President Kravchuk’s hostility towards
market economic reform (Volodymyr Lanavoi, former deputy prime minister
and economics minister). Others were brought into the former presidential
council or appointed presidential advisers.
These trends of apathy and scepticism are particularly evident among the
youth - the main supporters of democratic groups, and this perhaps represents
the main reason why the SPU could more readily count upon the faithful of the
older generation to fill its ranks so quickly and thereby reassert itself as one of
Ukraine’s largest political parties. N m by-elections to fill vacant parliamentary
seats in November and December 1992 failed to attract the minimum
per
cent of voters required to make them legal, because of widespread public apathy.
Candidates from democratic parties obtained the lowest number of votes. The
highest were given to SPU candidates, a number of whom were elected. and to
candidates representing UNA, that is the extreme left and right respectively.
The worsening economic crisis, hyper-inflation and projected m a a
unemployment arc likely to accentuate these trends and make it even more
difficult to a t a b l i i a civil society and multi-party parhmentary system. The
mturn of the communists to power in elections in Lithuania in October 1992 as
well as the continuing strength of the national communists in Moldavia and the
Trans-Caucasus show the difficulties and hurdles that still lie ahead. The mcCim
r&me in the former USSR is more deeply entrenched than in Central Europe
(with the notable exceptions of Romania and Serbia)where it war imposed from
outside. But even there national communists are in power in Slovakia, Croatia
and Slovenia while democratic groups arc under strong pressure in Bulgaria.
There seem to be two paths that post-communist Soviet republics can take
either a slow, unsure and tortuous one or the ‘big bang’ break with communism
(as in Russia, for instance). Neither path is f m of the dangers of
authoritarianism and instability for Ukraine and other post-Communist
Countries.
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